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Tionesta Scenic Area
by MarkGraham » Tue Mar 30, 2021 10:31 pm

The Tionesta Scenic Area has a nice trail through older pines and remaining hemlocks.
The attached is LiDAR from circa 2008, there are many trees 120-130 feet and a few touching 140.
Has anyone been through here in the last few years. I heard it was hit hard by a couple storms and HWA.

------------------------------------------------------------

Anders Run Natural Area
by MarkGraham » Mon Jan 11, 2021 12:55 pm

I found this posting on the Native Tree Society trip reports for Anders Run Natural Area.
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/penna/anders_run_natural_area.htm
This area is near Warren, Pa, about 35 miles north of Cooks Forest, and is well described on web sites. There is some old
growth and a loop hiking trail which is described as having steep sections.
After this field trip was published there was LiDAR collected around 2008. I processed this LiDAR, there were many crowns
150-161 feet in 2008. The trip report describes a 164 foot tree. Certainly some of these trees have increased height in the last
18-20 years.If someone does hiking and measuring in NW PA this would be an interesting area to assess. Attached is screen grab
of LiDAR, orange is over 125 feet and red is over 150 feet. If you are interested in a kml file which will open on Google Earth
let me know and I will email it to you.
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--------------------------------------------------------------

Re: Longwood Gardens
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Mon Mar 29, 2021 5:04 pm

Hi everyone,
I had the pleasure of visiting Longwood Gardens today with family, and I quickly recorded a height measurement for one of the
Tulips in the forest. The entire forest is impressive, and it amazing to see those tulips tower 150-160' + above the ground. Many
also showed signs of bark-balding.
Anyway, the tree I measured was a tulip, and the measurements are as follows:
Height of at least 152' 9" (46.55 Meters)
CBH: 10' 7"
While I know some of you might think that this is really nothing special to report, this tree was the first that topped 140' for
me, and it was quite a sight to see, as I never really saw one so tall.
Here are some photos I took:

You can see one of the tree-houses longwood made in the background. The tulip is the large tree to the right of
center
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Tree is in center. It is a nice forest!
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Photos Stitched together
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Circled in red is the twig I hit with the laser-rangefinder. As you can see, there are quite a few taller areas in the
canopy.
Anyhow, it was an interesting visit!
BeeE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not
Brandywine Creek SP
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Mon Jan 11, 2021 3:12 pm

Hello Everyone,
I recently had the pleasure of heading down to Brandywine Park (Entrance by Brandywine Zoo, or from Conaty Park on Gilpin
Ave.) off of North Dupont Street in Wilmington DE. This park is to not be confused with Brandywine Creek SP, as this park is
completely different and further south on the river.
I traveled here a few times when I was younger, and I was always surprised with the huge Northern Red Oaks and tall Tulips on
the slopes of the hills heading down to the Brandywine.
Anyway, I went here the other day, taking the paved walkway from Gilpin street down, passing through second-growth and
young forest. However, when you go under the Park Drive bridge, I started to see many amazing tulips and red oaks, some
seeming to tower over 150, maybe 160 feet!
One Tulip I was always fond of, growing near a pavilion on a steep slope is the largest tulip I have seen in my life!!
Here is an image of the largest I've seen, easily over 20 feet in CBH!:

The HUGE Tulip tree near the walk-way. As you can see, it is indeed huge!!
Another photo, this time vertically taken:
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Another image. The tree has some taper, but it is almost straight for about 70 feet before a branch!
Here is a view up the tulip. It was hard to get a really good photo because my sneakers kept on slipping on the leaves and soils
on the slope:
Here are the surroundings of the Tulip:
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And look from way back to see when the first branches are encountered:

I would guess the height to be around 140 feet, though its a bit hard to tell.
It really is a Beast of a tree though!! Like a "small" redwood

Just amazing to stand next to

What would anyone think as to the age though???

Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by bbeduhn » Mon Jan 11, 2021 4:59 pm

I haven't seen that kind of root structure on a tulip before. That is a beast!
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Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Mon Jan 11, 2021 5:56 pm

Indeed! Its root structure is really just amazing! I am amazed it is way more than 20 feet in CBH as well! I
never expected to find such a beast!

Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by Larry Tucei » Tue Mar 16, 2021 12:45 pm

Wow what a monster of a TulipI would guess 150+ depends on so many factors.
What is the Block Structure in your photo, wall or old Well?
Larry

Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Tue Mar 16, 2021 3:09 pm

Hi Larry,
I honestly don't know what those large stones are for. I was thinking it was part of an old wall, but then I thought
that if this were true, there should be stone wall remnants located along the slope, and not just where the tulip is.
Maybe other parts of the wall were taken away over time or covered by soil??
Then I thought there could have been an old springhouse on this location many many years ago, at least in the early
1800s. This park area has been undeveloped for at least 175 or so years, and I don't believe that these soils were
ever farmed (But I could be wrong).
However, seeing the lack of old debris around this tulip (which is typical for old spring houses), I doubt if there was
a springhouse here also.
Anyway, it is a fascinating tree!
BeeE.
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New measurements for Brandywine Park
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Sun Mar 21, 2021 9:22 am

Ents,
I passed through Brandywine Park the other day, and I measured 2 trees, the large Tulip-Poplar mentioned earlier
in this discussion, and a sorta large Quercus Rubra I found on a hillside.
The height of the tulip turned out to be at least 41.70 meters, or 136' 10", so not so tall. I could have easily missed
the top, as I had to shoot the laser across the Brandywine river, and try to get no tree-branches blocking my view.
The other tree I measured was a Red Oak. I always knew it was quite large, as it dwarfed other large trees on the
hillside. It's CBH turned out to be over 16' 1", and it measured 38.97 meters, or 127' 10".
I doubt there are trees taller than this on the north side of the main trail, as no other tree in that area appear to
reach a greater height. However, Mark Graham did a LiDAR analysis of the area, and he found quite a few 150's and
three 160 footers in the area.
Pictures of the Red Oak I found:
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Photo of a family member with the tree
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Roots are impressive
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View of the crown
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Anyhow, it was an interesting find!
BeeE.

EDIT: here is a stitched image I made, just for fun:
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Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by bbeduhn » Wed Mar 24, 2021 9:01 am

BeeE,

That's a beauty of a Northern red! Hitting the tops takes time and practice. I consistently got lower numbers than much more
experienced ENTS for my first couple of years. Certain rangefinders work better in crowns. The Nikon 440 is a game changer. It
still has limitations but it gets through clutter extremely well. It hasn't been produced in a decade or so but it can still be
found used online, and often at a reasonable price. Keep getting out and exploring. Your skills will be honed in time.

Brian
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Re: A HUMONGOUS Tulip in Brandywine Park, not Brandywine SP
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Wed Mar 24, 2021 3:50 pm

Brian,

Yeah, it is a beautiful Quercus Rubra! It is one of the nicest I have seen in the area. It's also very convenient that it can easily
be accessed and seen from the nearby walkway.

Yeah, practice and time has been key so far with getting accurate laser-rangefinder measurements. I believe the
laser-rangefinder Erik sent me is narrow-beamed, meaning it gets through small gaps easier, so that has been helping quite a
bit with getting the laser through crowns of trees, and through bushes.

One of the major problems I have been having with finding the tops of trees is just trying to find a viewpoint/vantage where I
can see the top and base of the tree at the same time. While the bases of trees are often easy to find and measure, finding the
crown and the highest point can usually be hard to get a view of.
Anyhow, I will continue my practicing, and hopefully with time I will get better at it! I cant wait to explore more forests/trees
around here.

Thanks for your help and advice,
BeeE.

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Re: Big Creek
by bbeduhn » Mon Mar 08, 2021 1:05 pm

Big Branch

I went further up Big Branch than I had in the past. The sycamores are consistently tall throughout. They never reach
quite the same heights as a couple of other nearby coves but this cove easily has the most 140's. The Ash King, the tallest
ever white ash, or any ash for that matter, is now below 158'. It is definitely dead, like I presumes last year. It has been in
decline in height for several years but looked healthy otherwise. EAB is almost certainly the culprit. Every time I've
measured it, it has lost a foot or two.

I had hoped to scramble into the next cove to the west from Big Branch. The ascent was easy at first, but became steeper
than it appeared and then I hit the talus slope. Talus slopes have loose rocks and loose soil so footing is difficult,
especially at 45 degrees or more. I continued to climb into the rhododendron hell above the talus slope but had trouble
making any headway there either. I decided it was futile and headed back down. The trip back down was simple and I
made my way to the next cove.

Big Branch numbers

white ash F. americana
157.9' 48.12m (formerly 167.1' 50.93m)

tuliptree L. tulipifera
166.6' 50.78m 162.1' 49.40m 158.8' 48.40m 158.3' 48.25m
154.4' 47.06m 153.1' 46.66m 152.2' 46.39m

sycamore P. occidentalis
151.2' 46.08m 149.8' 45.66m 149.7' 45.62m 149.3' 45.50m 148.5' 45.26m 147.8' 45.05m 147.6' 44.98m
147.5' 44.95m 147.3' 44.89m 146.2' 44.56m 145.2' 44.25m 144.5' 44.04m 144.3' 43.98m 143.1' 43.61m
141.3' 43.06m 140.1' 42.70m

N red oak Q. rubra
138.9' 42.33m 132.1' 40.26m

white basswood T. heterophylla
134.9' 41.11m 131.2' 39.99m 128.6' 39.19m
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cucumbertree M. acuminata
133.5' 40.69m

bitternut hickory C. cordiformis
131.9' 40.20m

yellow buckeye A. flava
125.5' 38.25m 123.0' 37.49m

E hemlock Ts. canadensis
125.4' 38.22m

white pine P. strobus
116.6' 35.54m

mtn. silverbell H. monticola
96.4' 29.38m

Big Branch Rucker (tallest measurements recorded)
RHI 10 = 141.22' 43.04m
RHI 5 = 153.08' 46.65m

1. white ash F. americana 167.1' 50.93m
2. tuliptree L. tulipifera 166.6' 50.78m
3. sycamore P. occidentalis 157.9' 48.12m
4. N red oak Q. rubra 138.9' 42.33m
5. white basswood T. heterophylla 134.9' 41.11m
6. cucumbertree M. acuminata 133.5' 40.69m
7. bitternut hickory C. cordiformis 131.9' 40.20m
8. sweetgum L. styraciflua 128.0' 39.01m
9. white pine P. strobus 127.9' 38.98m
10. yellow buckeye A. flava 125.5' 38.25m
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Re: Big Creek
by bbeduhn » Tue Mar 09, 2021 10:21 am

This is just a little update on the cove between Dancing Sycamores Cove and Big Branch, which I'm now referring to as
Hickory Cove. Hickories are fairly scare in Big Creek, aside from bitternuts. This cove has nice bitternuts and pignuts.

The red oak I roughed out to 150'+ in December, is not what it seemed. I got the top shot right but likely screwed up the
bottom shot. I was shooting well below grade and this time I took six shots from three different spots. It is just 138' tall.

Hickory Cove

N red oak Q. rubra
138.3' 42.15m

white basswood T. heterophylla
142.6' 43.46m

cucumbertree M. acuminata
129.7' 39.53m

mtn silverbell H. monticola
118.2' 36.02m

red elm U. rubra
108.3' 33.01m

Rucker
RHI 10 = 136.05' 41.46m
RHI 5 = 144.02' 43.89m

1. tuliptree L. tulipifera 152.4' 46.45m
2. bitternut hickory C. cordiformis 144.9' 44.16m
3. white basswood T. heterophylla 142.6' 43.46m
4. pignut hickory C. glabra 141.9' 43.25m
5. N red oak Q. rubra 138.3' 42.15m
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6. yellow buckeye A. flava 133.2' 40.60m
7. cucumbertree M. acuminata 129.7' 39.53m
8. red maple A. rubrum 129.0' 39.32m
9. white ash F. americana 127.0' 38.71m
10. chestnut oak Q. montana 121.5' 37.03m

Dancing Sycamores Cove

sweetgum L. styraciflua
152.3' 46.42m (same as from December) 143.3' 43.67m (just over one foot diameter) 138.0' 42.06m 135.5' 41.30m

sycamore P. occidentalis
141.2' 43.03m (super thin)

black birch B. lenta
111.6' 34.01m

Re: Big Creek
by bbeduhn » Mon Mar 22, 2021 8:40 am

Chestnut Branch

I had intended to check out the tall Northern red oak on Mouse Creek, but the flow was high over the falls and three blow
downs above the falls made for a very difficult entry. Rhododendron is ever present and thick. The best way in is through
the water, but the force was too great for safe travel.

After that disappointment, I headed to Chestnut Branch, one that has been on my list for a while but other priorities had
always taken precedence. This had been surveyed by Will Blozan, in 2004.
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/gsmnp/chestnut_branch.htm

Jess Riddle and Michael Davie also explored here
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/gsmnp/upper_chestnut_branch.htm

I didn't go very far up the trail but still found a decent collection of tall trees. This branch is one of the least productive in
Big Creek, but it still holds some quality stands. Hemlocks stand out. Very few dead ones are present. Dozens of healthy,
verdant hemlocks crowd the lower reaches of the trail. A couple of these appear to approach 150 years of age. Across the
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stream, I noticed a nice splash of hardwoods. After about 1/2 mile up the trail, I decided to head back and approach the
stand from the road across the creek. At the bottom of a slope, tulips are growing rapidly. The oldest ones are on the flat
but the younger ones on the slope will soon catch them in height. A nice bitternut also grows on the slope. A black birch
on the flat has almost completely smooth bark yet tops 106'. The hemlock is the tallest known in Big Creek currently
alive, and is just inches shy of the tallest ever found in Big Creek. It is likely the second tallest known living hemlock in
the Smokies, behind a 151' on Jim Branch, in Cataloochee. The mockernut is the second tallest one in the Smokies. It was
119.5' in 2004. Four different species of hickory live in the cove. This is the first time I've come across that in Big Creek.
Red hickory almost certainly grows higher up on the trail.

E hemlock Ts. canadensis
148.7' 45.32m 139.0' 42.36m 138.8' 42.30m 136.0' 41.45m 134.7' 41.05m 134.5' 40.99m 132.3' 40.32m

tuliptree L. tulipifera
151.0' 46.02m 147.0' 44.80m 145.0' 44.19m 144.7' 44.10m 144.5' 44.04m 144.4' 44.01m

white oak Q. alba
129.6' 39.50m 127.8' 38.95m (14'+ cbh) 125.7' 38.31m

white pine P. strobus
145.1' 44.22m

bitternut hickory C. cordiformis
138.6' 42.24m

mockernut hickory C. alba
129.8' 39.56m

sycamore P. occidentalis
131.0' 39.92m

Biltmore ash F. biltmoreana
124.6' 37.97m

sweetgum L. styraciflua
121.5' 37.03m 121.4' 37.00m
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black cherry P. serotina
120.1' 36.60m

N red oak Q. rubra
124.6' 37.97m

pignut hickory C. glabra
118.5' 36.11m

shagbark hickory C. ovata
121.1' 36.91m

shortleaf pine P. echinata
112.2' 34.19m 110.6' 33.71m

pitch pine P. rigida
105.6' 32.18m

black birch B. lenta
106.8' 32.55m

black locust R. pseudoacacia
104.7' 31.91m

A hornbeam C. caroliniana
44.1' 13.44m

Rucker
RHI 10 = 139.90' 42.64m
RHI 5 = 146.64' 44.69m

1. tuliptree L. tulipifera 154.6' m
2. E hemlock Ts. canadensis 148.7' 45.32m
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3. white ash F. americana 146.2' 44.56m
4. E white pine P. strobus 145.1' 44.22m
5. bitternut hickory C. cordiformis 138.6' 42.24m
6. white oak Q. alba 137.4' 41.88m
7. N red oak 135.3' 41.14m
8. mockernut hickory C. alba 131.1' 39.95m
9. sycamore P. occidentalis 131.0' 39.92m
9. black cherry 131.0' 39.92m8. mockernut hickory C. alba 131.1' 39.95m

I hit some on Big Creek on the way to Mouse Creek. There's a nice splash of red maples close to the falls. An enormous
grove of hemlocks grows along Big Creek across from the entrance to the Tree Amigos cove. The tallest one is 142'. Many
dozens comprise the grove, as green and lush as can be.

chestnut oak Q. montana
139.5' 42.52m (formerly 143.1' 43.61m) tallest known in Big Creek

red maple A. rubrum
121.1' 36.91m 119.5' 36.42m 118.5' 36.11m 116.5' 35.51m

E hemlock Ts. canadensis
142.1' 43.31m

Re: Big Creek
by dbhguru » Tue Mar 23, 2021 9:26 am

Great report, Brian. Your tree-measuring productivity is awesome to behold. Report on the healthy hemlocks is inspiring.
The young black birch topping 106 feet is both surprising and not surprising. Still, it height ceiling is always seems to lie
between 110 and 120 feet, south to north.

Bob

Re: Big Creek
by bbeduhn » Tue Mar 23, 2021 10:38 am
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Bob,
I seem to find more and more black birch over 100', but 110's are definitely uncommon. I've hit better than 115' one
time. 120' is so elusive. I'm glad Erik finally broke the 120' barrier with the 121' at Welwyn Preserve, in NY. I keep trying
but to no avail.
Brian

---------------------------------------------------------

Re: Measuring the 8 greatest White Oaks of New Jersey
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Thu Mar 18, 2021 11:04 am

Hi Everyone,
Its been a while since John first posted about these trees, so here is an Update I made.
The Collingswood Oak 39°54'53.58"N 75° 5'8.25"W
Currently ALIVE as of 2019. Also appears to be in very good condition.
The Basking Ridge Oak 40°42'24.38"N 74°32'56.51"W
DEAD. Died in 2016/2017. Was a great oak. was determined to be 619 years old. Does anyone think this is the oldest
recorded white oak?
The Clement Oak 39°50'41.63"N 75° 5'26.18"W
Likely dead. During the summer of 2020, a strong storm toppled the crown of this tree. Could maybe regrow some shoots
from the hollow trunk?
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Click on image to see its original size
The Salem Oak 39°34'23.28"N 75°28'13.62"W
Sadly DEAD. Fell over in a storm.
The Keeler Oak 40° 4'13.30"N 74°44'10.78"W
Currently ALIVE. However, it has lost some branches. Best to visit this tree before its too late.
The recognized State Champion 40° 6'55.79"N 74°30'59.72"W
DEAD. Appears to have toppled over before ~2018.
The Warren Kinney Oak 40°44'4.44"N 74°30'35.98"W
Appears to be ALIVE and healthy as of late 2019. Magnificent oak.
Brooklake Country Club Oak approx 40°46'0.46"N 74°22'47.97"W
UNKNOWN if alive. I cannot tell from google imagery.
Anyhow, here are the results:
#ALIVE: 3
#DEAD: 4
#UNKNOWN: 1
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I dont know if anyone here on the ENTS knows about this, but there is a magnificent white oak tree (>370 years old, and
alive) located in Bound Brook, NJ, at approximately 40° 34' 2.91" N, 74° 31' 51.41" W
It is nicknamed the "Council Tree" because on the 4th of May, 1681, new settlers from overseas met with native
americans under this same tree to purchase the lands of Somerset county. This tree was supposedly 80 feet tall back
then!
It appears to be in excellent condition (I don't want to jinx it!), and can be easily seen from the local road. It was also
listed in the 1982 "Penn's Woods" book.
It has been registered by me on
https://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/usa/newjersey/somersetcounty/26620_eastmapleavenue/
Anyway, it is sad so many great white oaks have been lost in the past few years. Hopefully those that are alive will
continue to prosper through the 21st century!
BeeE.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eighteenmile Creek Gorge, Erie County
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Mar 11, 2021 8:42 pm

Eighteenmile Creek is one of western New York's Lake Erie Gorges, alongside previously reported on gorges like Zoar Valley and
the Chautauqua and Canadaway Creek gorges. Those three are fairly similar to each other in most respects- cutting through
hard shales and siltstones miles inland from the lake where the Portage Escarpment delineates the Lake Erie Plain from the
higher Allegheny Plateau. Eighteenmile Creek originates on the plateau but forms its major gorge further downstream at lower
elevations on the Lake Plain, where the bedrock is softer shales interbedded with limestone. This gives it a distinctive flora,
more oak-dominant, and near-vertical gorge walls- it feels more reminiscent of Letchworth than Zoar, though at a much
smaller scale. This gorge is also distinguished from the others by its integration in a heavily developed landscape- this is a very
disturbed habitat, and in spite of that is home to some excellent forest stands and rare and unusual species. The dominant
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canopy species in the bottomland stands that are of most interest are Cottonwood, Sycamore, Black Walnut, Basswood, Black
Maple, and Green and White Ashes, with Northern Red Oak, Shagbark Hickory, Bitternut Hickory, Northern Red Oak, Butternut,
and American Elm as associates. Adjacent slopes host additional upland species. Two streamside terraces in the county park, in
a narrow southern tributary gorge, are the exception in being dominated by fantastic Beeches.

Four sites, noted with yellow letters on the above map, have been explored to measure trees so far. From right to left- North
Creek (NC) is a public fishing access point on a parcel of state land, Hobuck Flats (HF) is a town-owned natural area for fishing
and recreation, Eighteenmile Creek County Park (CP) is a much larger county-owned natural area, and Hampton Brook Wildlife
Management Area (HB) is a state-owned natural area that is in theory managed for hunting, though it's a bit small and close to
residences. These location acronyms are used in the measurement lists below.

I've made some visits in recent years during the growing season mainly to botanize smaller plants and enjoy the geology (giant
UFO-like concretions emerge from the walls of the gorge) but only started seriously measuring trees there this January. My
friend Ross Schaner who grew up in the area has been a big help in finding the good spots. I wanted to wait until I had an RHI10
over 120 to post a report. The best find so far has been a great grove of Cottonwoods at Hobuck Flats, a couple dozen 20-30"
DBH stems 120-130' tall accompanied by two big cottonwoods over 15'cbh. Hobuck Flats has been the most productive site
overall, though once the creek can be crossed North Creek may be very similar.
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Incredible 134.3' tall 15.1'cbh Cottonwood
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The tallest beech is imposing and healthy.
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Cottonwood- and Sycamore-dominant bottomland stands.
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Tallest Hemlock on the left.
Rucker Index: 123.52 (as of 3/11/2021)

Tuliptree: 137'
Cottonwood: 134.7'
Sycamore: 132.5'
White Pine: 123'
Hemlock: 120'
Black Walnut: 119'
Bitternut Hickory: 118.5'
Red Oak: 117.5'
American Beech: 117.5'
Black Maple: 115.5'
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Full measurements as of this posting, all Trupulse 200B, mostly handheld but some stabilized. Many of these measurements
have been made from the upper rim of the opposite side of the gorge due to the creek not being crossable just yet.

Tuliptree
137' / NC
116.5'/ CP

Eastern Cottonwood
134.7'/ 6.4'cbh HF
134.3'/ 15.1'cbh HF
131' / 12.3'cbh HF
130.5'/ HF
130.5'/ CP
128' / HF
127' / HF
126.5'/ HF
126.5'/ CP
123' / HB
121.5'/ 12.5'cbh HF
119.5'/ HF
116.5'/ 16.1'cbh HF
113' / 13.4'cbh HB

American Sycamore
132.5'/ 9.7'cbh HF
131.5'/ CP
131' / CP
129.5'/ CP
129' / HF
127' / NC

White Pine
123' / CP
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112' / 8.9'cbh HB
107' / 7.5'cbh HB

Eastern Hemlock
120' / CP
105' / CP

Black Walnut
119' / HF
118' / 9.5'cbh HF
109' / HF
107.5'/ HF

Bitternut Hickory
118.5'/ HF

Northern Red Oak
117.5'/ HB
114.5'/ HF
111' / NC
106.5'/ NC
105' / 13.7' HF

American Beech
117.5'/ 10.8'cbh CP

Black Maple
115.5'/ CP

Shagbark Hickory
114.5'/ NC
111.5'/ NC

Sugar Maple
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112.5'/ HF
101.5'/ HF

Green Ash
112' / HF
109.5'/ 5.2'cbh HF
109' / CP

White Ash
110.5'/ NC
109.5'/ HF
102' / HF
99' / HF

Black Cherry
109' / HF

Cucumber Magnolia
109' / HF

Basswood
108.5'/ HF
103.5'/ HF

Slippery Elm
106' / HF Dead

American Elm
96' / HF

Tree of Heaven
87' / HF

Butternut
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86.5' / HF

Crack Willow
86' / HF

Box-Elder
71.5' / HF

Re: Eighteenmile Creek Gorge, Erie County
by BeeEnvironment2020 » Thu Mar 11, 2021 9:10 pm

Hello Erik,
Very Impressive trees there in Eighteenmile Creek gorge! That Cottonwood is also very amazing! I have not seen many large
cottonwoods, but I have heard that they can be some of the largest eastern trees. The one you measured is just so tall and
huge for a 15' CBH!
It is also interesting for me to see the Sycamore get as high up as 132.5'. In SE PA I have yet to see a Sycamore reach that
height in a forest-situation. It must be quite cool.
Anyway, fascinating trees and forests!

Regards,
BeeE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Current Record Tallest Sycamore
by bbeduhn » Mon Mar 29, 2021 3:25 pm

Armstrong Creek, in the Grandfather District of Pisgah Nat'l Forest, harbors the new, tallest known sycamore. It is 1.2' below
the tallest ever measured, The Dancing Sycamores, in the Smokies. Dancing Sycamores was last measured at 163.9', in 2019,
down from 165.5'. I didn't remeasure it this year, mainly because it is extremely difficult to find the top in the intertwining
crowns.

I was with Byron Hudson, on his first tree hunting expedition. We were descending in a cove above Armstrong Creek, when the
sycamore stood out among the tuliptrees. It appears to be 75-80 years old. Several twigs top 160'. One leader tops out at 162.2'
while another soars to 164.3'. The tree is positioned perfectly, up a good ways in a cove, at the confluence of two small creeks,
protected by tuliptrees on all sides. Interestingly enough, none of the immediate tulips top 160'. They are all beaten out in
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height by the sycamore. Two tulips in the cove are taller but they are about 150 yards away. A white ash hits 148.9', just below
the 168.9' and 166.0' tulips. This trio appears to be about 20-25 years older than the rest of the trees in the cove.

The sycamore is reaching skyward and should continue to grow upward. 170' is certainly a possibility.

American sycamore P. occidentalis 164.3' 50.07m

----------------------------------------------------------
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